
Halakha

If One Doesn't Fast Before Rosh
¡odesh

There are pious individuals who fast
every 'Ereb Rosh ¡odesh (the day before the
new month). There are various reasons for
this, one of them being that it is in place of the
Sa'ir (kid goat) that was offered in the Beth
HaMiqdash (Temple). The main reason that
one should concentrate on, however, is that it
is for the purpose of making Teshubah
(repentance).

Even if one does not fast on 'Ereb Rosh
¡odesh, one should still make Teshubah,
scrutinize one's deeds and remedy the wrongs
one did during the month that passed. If this is
so throughout the year, it seems safe to
assume that it applies all the more so to Rosh
¡odesh Elul, which is a month for Teshubah.

There are those who stay up on the eve
of 'Ereb Rosh ¡odesh to complete special
readings. Some stay up all night, whereas
others stay up a few hours, till about midnight.
Each one according to his capabilities.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 417, Oth 10 and 26)

Parashah

Re-eh: G-d Sees but Cannot Be Seen
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you offer your burnt offerings in every place that you will you
see (Debarim 12:13).

The Abrabanel writes that he once met someone who
converted to idolatry. When he asked him why he did so he
answered, "Previously, I had a G-d who could see me but I
could not see Him. Now I have chosen a god that I can see
but cannot see me". He meant by this that it was better for
him to serve idols about whom we say, they have eyes but
cannot see, because he could do whatever his heart desired,
since his god could not see what he did.

The Ben Ish ¡ai says in 'Od Yoseph ¡ai, that this is
why the offering of one who went to Jerusalem on a Holiday
was called 'Olath Re-eeya (sight offering). The name serves
to emphasize to the person bringing the offering in the
Temple, that the G-d to whom he is bringing the offering is a
G-d who sees but cannot be seen.

That is why the Torah tells us not to offer in every
place that you will see. This means: Do not bring your
sacrifices in a place of idol worship where you can see, but
only in the place which G-d chose, which is the Beth
Hammiqdash (Temple). For that is the place where G-d
rested the light of the Shekhinah where He sees and is not
seen.

(See 'Od Yoseph ¡ai Derashoth, Parashath Re-eh)
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Not Throwing Bread to Others
It says in Ben Ish ¡ai that when a group of people are eating together and one person recites the

Berakha of Hamo£i and breaks the bread on behalf of the others, he must be particular not to throw the bread
to those seated at the table. Instead he should place it in front of them as far as he can reach.

He should not hand it to another person either (hand to hand) because we only give bread into the
hands of a mourner (Bar Minnan). Because of this one must be particular not to give children bread in their
hands, but rather, one should place it in front of them so that they will take it themselves.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, 1st year, Parashath Emor, Oth 11
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Saying the Wrong Blessing over a Food and Quickly Fixing it
Let us consider a case of someone who is eating a food that requires the Berakha of Borei Peri Ha-adamah (a

vegetable and the like), and by mistake says the Berakha of Borei Peri Ha’e£ (which does not cover a food that is
Adamah). If he immediately realizes his mistake and Tokh Kedei Dibbur (no more than the time it takes to say
Shalom ’Alekha Ribbi [Umori]) corrected it, meaning that the Berakha came out as: Barukh... Borei Peree Ha’e£ Borei
Peree Ha-adamah as if it were one long sentence, the person in such a case has fulfilled his obligation.

Now, even though there are those who disagree with this, we follow the opinion that when there is a doubt
about a blessing, we do not say it. As such, we follow the opinion that a person has indeed fulfilled his or her
obligation. This does not only apply to Adamah and ‘E£, but also to something whose Berakha is Shehakkol and by
mistake a person said Borei Peree Ha’e£, or even on a drink whose Berakha is Shehakkol and a person in error recited
Borei Peri Haggefen, which is reserved for wine.

In all these cases if it was corrected quickly (Tokh Kedei Dibbur), then a person has fulfilled his obligation.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath Balaq, Oth Yod Beh)
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Eating: a Spiritual Experience (Part 2)
Our ¡akhamim tell us that even physical activities such as eating, drinking, sleeping, walking and so

on, should be directed towards the service of G-d.

This is based on the sentence in Proverbs (3:6), In all your ways you shall acknowledge Him. The
purpose of eating is to sustain our bodies in order to be able to serve our Creator.

The time to eat is when we feel real hunger (which comes when our stomach is empty), as opposed to
eating when we have a desire to eat a particular appetizing food. One should stop eating before reaching the
point of feeling full. How many of us actually adopt these guidelines as a way of life?

We pass by an ice cream store and long for an ice cream. We smell hot pizza and our stomachs start
rumbling. We go out for a meal and overindulge.

Our Torah is an instruction manual for every aspect of our life. Even when it comes to questions of
eating right and maintaining our weight, the answers can be found there. If we can truly train ourselves to eat
for the purpose of serving our Creator, we will probably immediately see, not only spiritual benefits, but
physical ones as well.
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